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Union Rat Makes

Premiere Showing
black rat was
A live
found on the main floor of the
Lowry Center near the front entrance last weekend. The animal,
discovered by two students examining the future union, was
seen scrambling along near the
wall. According to one of the observers, it appeared about as large
as a possum. The rat, it is theorized, had been living on the discards of the workingmen's lunches.
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Drushal Selected Eiglrth Wooster Preside..?;
Role Of Community Gov't, Church Assessed
At a specially called meeting the last weekend of spring break, the Board of Trustees
under the chairmanship of Cary Wagner voted former Dean John Garber Drushal President of The College of Wooster. Drushal thus becomes the eighth President of the institution in its hundred year history. Drushal's selection came as little surprise to a large
segment of those associated with
the College. He had been Dean
of the College and
for Academic Affairs when he
was appointed Acting President
last July 12, eight days after the
last President, Howard Lowry,
died in San Francisco. In dropping the word "acting" from his
title, the Trustees put the finish
ing touches on a search which be- agan concurrent with Drushal's
ascension to the acting presidency.
Last fall he told VOICE of
his plans to turn over "a nice,
neat, tidy administrative package"
to his successor. Since that time,
though, students and faculty have
become more and more aware of
a concerted effort on the behalf
of some Trustees to see Drushal
retain the Presidency.
Sentiment against Drushal
seemed to be rising immediately
prior to spring break, when it became more apparent that he would
Vice-Preside- nt

be named. Petitions were put up
in all dorm halls urging him to
decline the offer if the Trustees
were to make it.
At the last faculty meeting,
much debate centered around the
continuation of the search begun
last summer. Some felt that for
expediency and efficiency, as well
as for a continuingly successful
fund-raisin-

drive, to retain Dru-

g

shal was most important. Others
felt that the search should continue in the hope that a more
thorough search would uncover
more prospects to consider for the
post. The Trustees evidently discarded this position, and acted to
go ahead with Drushal.
In meetings with faculty and
students Drushal has called for a
more community-mindegovernment on campus, and a thorough
evaluation of the curriculum.
d

Last week, Drushal elaborated
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Rat

Questioned early this week
about the presence of rats in the
construction, a member of the
work crew broke into- - a jovial
laugh and replied, "No, I ain't
seen any of them."
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on some stands he feels the college

must take.
As to the role of the Church,
Drushal said although the church
was cutting its formal education
ties by 1970, he proposes that
Wooster remain affiliated with it
in some
Mr.

way.

non-offici- al

Drushal said that the
President and the Dean would
have open meetings with students
to gather suggestions on the curriculum. He hopes to establish a
committee to replace the SFRC.
In a letter written before the
Trustee nod of approval, then Acting President Drushal asks friends
of the college to "respond in a
positive way" to complete the
physical education building program. He claimed that athletics
make a major contribution to the
"overall spirit of the campus . . .
the. importance of sports continues
paramount." (italics ours ed.)
A substantial number of faculty
were somewhat offended by the
emphasis on athletics. Drushal
says there was nothing out of the
ordinary in the letter that it represented the status quo at Wooster. When told of this, one faculty
member added sadly, "yes, unfortunately it does."

employers of male
college grads both
offer an opportunity
to tee the world. On
the left, a graph .
shows the rise and
fall of applicants to
the Peace Corps,
currently on a world
wide tour of underdeveloped countries.
On the right, an unWooster
suspecting
senior
investigates
advantages of the
United States Army,
which also special- - i
irc I n linrUrrfe. '
vela ped countries.
Both employers are I
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picnic will be held tomorrow between
affair will be held at the Church House.

The first program of a series of underground films, obtained through
collection and sponsored by VOICE, was shown
a Bell and Howell film-a- rt
award-winnilast night. Entitled "Protest and Politics," it consisted of six short
films. Next Thursday, "The International Underground" will be a
countries. Other
program of acclaimed shorts from several
avant-garupcoming showings include "The Scene," a look at New York City
experimental
study
of
a
Abstraction,"
and
and
"Animation
movies,
cinema as a literal art form.
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Holden ....... 1 899-- 1 915
1915-191- 9
John Campbell White
Charles Frederick Wishart 1919-194- 4
1944-196- 7
Howard Foster Lowry
1968-19?- ?
John Garber Drushal
Louis

INDIA AND THE UNDERGROUND
The annual Wooster-in-lnd12:30 and 2 in the afternoon.

...

OF WOOSTER

Iinuary Ihiough Mitch

CLilii

Massive racial disorder policemen, tears in their eyes, firehad no place until after Dr. King's bombs in their hands.
"This is happening in America,
assassination. Then fires of all
the
land of the 'content' . . . We
sizes began to threaten the city.
Department stores boarded their must attempt to work for the alwindows and jewelry stores re- leviation of the problems which
moved all their merchandise from cause this tremendous amount of
their show cases. Brick throwing, emotion to erupt in our days or
looting and mugging commenced we might all burn, baby."
on the day designated "Black HARLEM Gwen Green
Monday," which was set aside for
That night I could feel no
In
mourning of a great man
noticeable
difference in the mood
Avondale (where black memorial
of
the community
services were being held), it was
asked that no whites enter or pass
"East Harlem was still stunned
through the area . . . also, that no . . . the next morning the mood
white policemen patrol this area." was quite evident. The young
people were bitter and many went
WILMINGTON, DEL.
Butch Turner
"In the streets near my home, around saying that society once
were hundreds of people, emotion- more proved to them that violence
al people, yelling and harrassing
(Continued on Page 5)

Drushal

PRESIDENTS

Terry Hatcher

CINCINNATI

.

Dr. J. Garber Drushal announced last week that he would
like faculty approval of Dr. Fred
Cropp as the new Dean of the
College. Dr. Cropp has been Acting Dean of the College since
Dr. Lowry's death last summer.
Drushal received unanimous approval for his choice from the
Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee last week. However, most
all other faculty members have
been quiet about the appointment.
According to Drushal, no alternative names have been suggested to
him; he has heard no dissatisfaction except from a few people who
have suggested that the new Dean
come from outside the "Wooster
family," but have given no names.
Drushal seems sure of receiving
faculty approval at the next faculty
meeting, Monday. However, it has
been pointed out that from a
faculty who was so divided over
Drushal's own candidacy- for the
presidency, silence may be ominous. According to one source, it
would be unlikely that these
faculty would unquestionably support Drushal's obvious choice.
Some of the faculty are not
resting content. A number feel that
i f
they can rally behind one
faculty member, they may be able
lo upset Drushal's secure plans.
Some faculty members indicated
that Dr. Raymond McCall, on
leave from the English Department, is a possible choice. Says
Drushal, "I haven't crossed that
bridge, yet." The bridge will appear Monday night in a secret-ballo- t
advisory vote by the faculty.

Copies of the platform are avail
able from state chairmen and are
on reserve in the Library. During
the morning session of the Convention amendments to the platform will be debated and voted
upon. Proposed amendments must
be submitted to Alan Unger, Box
697, before Tuesday, so that they
can be printed before Convention
Day.
The political activity this week
will center around the state caucuses. At these meetings, delegates
will hear representatives of the

Negro populations and their personal feelings immediately after the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

'.J.-.-?.-.v.v.-

Cropp As Dean

. . . We propose a system to share the
income taxes collected by the national
government with the States.

Editors Note: Excerpts from accounts submitted to VOICE by eight
Wooster students relate below the actions and reactions they experienced in their hometowns all large, northern cities with substantial

v.

Political activity is moving into high gear for the April 27 Republican Mock Convention. This week campaign managers will be
rounding up support for their candidates and for platform amend
ments, and the entire campus will hear speeches by two Ohio Congress
men, all aiming at next Satur
nation, we must look to new leadership
day's event.
under a Republican
administration.
Congressman Donald Clancy of
We must not allow ourselves to beCincinnati will speak at Monday's come so involved with Vietnam that we
Chapel. He is a member of the lose sight of our greater goals . . . The
United
should continue military
House Armed Services Committee, support States
of the constitutional government
and a former mayor of Cincinnati. of South Vietnam. . . .We cannot conHis talk will center on America's done either Arab terrorist attacks on
Israel or continued occupation of Arab
foreign relations.
territories by Israel . . . We continue to
Friday morning, Congressman oppose the admission of Communist
Robert Taft, Jr., also of Cincinnati, China to the United Nations.
Republicans believe that only if a
will speak during Chapel hour on
full
commitment is made to comour domestic situation. Well pletenational
racial equality, can America conknown for his 1964 Senate race, tinue to live with itself and with the
Taft is a member of the House world.
The Republican 'Opportunity Crusade'
Foreign Affairs Committee and
has
been created to mount a real attack
of
Chairman
a Republican Task on the
problems of the poor in America.
Force on the Functions of Federal,
. The children of poor parents should
State, and Local Governments.
be placed at the very top of the priorities
Last week the draft platform for in the poverty war. . . . The GOP's
the Convention was published. En- Human Investment Act will guarantee an
expansion of the supply of skilled worktitled "To Meet the Needs of Am- ers for the American economy.
erica," the platform suggests ReRigid
standards of air and water
publican positions for major inter- purity must be established. . . . Support
law enforcement agencies should be
national and domestic problems. of
reaffirmed. . . . The Urban Renewal proSome excerpts:
gram should be strengthened.

New President Backs

IMPRESIONS

Wooster Students React To
Aftermath Of King Death

Politicking Prepare Campus

we are to begin lo rebuild a unified

Number 19
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Cartoon (above) by
Stan
Good,
'67,
now in Vietnam.
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'A Most Unusual Paradox'

Go Woo Young Man

Pirates of Penzance

To the Editor:
Forward College of Wooster!

Gilbert

The decision is made. Dr.
Drushal is the President of the
College of Wooster. May he find
it greater and more challenging
than any work he has ever put
his mind, heart, and hand to. To
be challenged is about the best
thing that can happen to a person.
I am excited for him and for
Wooster, and you should be too.
Now is the rallying time when all
people come together in mind,
that truly
heart, and hand
love Woo and give him our loyal
support that this splendid college far surpass our greatest expectations! Up with your creative ability. Up with your willingness and give a little, give a
little of yourself. There will be
all kinds of opportunities.
Dr. Drushal is generous in setting up channels for communicae
tion keep in touch help the
keep growing like a human
being grows best in relationships
with others.
The world requires something
of us all ages. And it is unbecoming of an American citizen if
we do not do our part. You should
not just wait until after graduation. I am sure my thoughts are
colored by the day by reading,
by events. And I think of another
whose life was taken but perhaps
as then, we are not hearing,
learning, or are we? It is said we
for pomp and
are just push-over- s
ceremony and emotion. I don't
want to be do you?
Christianity is not the same as
Western Culture. Of course we
know that.
So up with your best intentions
attitudes for W C now!
col-leg-

Sullivan

&

The Trustees' decision to affirm their faith in Dr. Drushal and
name him as College President conies as no surprise to most observers
of the situation. Nor does the opposition from some faculty quarters,
nor does much opposition from the student body. For when a
fund-raiseadequate spokesman, and agile politician maintains a record for keeping money pouring in, satisfying colleagues
with statements, and maneuvering around delicate situations, Trus-tee- s
can feel assured that they have a man who fills their qualifica-tion- s
for the office.
sue-cessf-

ul

r,

Hopefully, the current support and current opposition towards
Dr. Drushal will both dissolve. Drushal finds himself in the ironic
position of having to try to discredit both his supporters and detrac-tors- .
The support, if it is from those quarters which would like to
see a mere carry-ove- r
and expansion of the Lowry era, hopefully
will be disappointed. The opposition of some faculty revolves around
two poles that the present academic administration will be retained,
and that new ideas from "the outside" could best be brought in with
an outstanding man from another academic environment. Student
opponents also fear that the present administration
both academic
and personal would be retained; that Dr. Drushal is not capable
of implementing bold, new experiments necessary for an institution
. .
.
.
J
i
l
mt !iiiguer eaucauon,
ana .1mai. an outsider
one wno
could look at the
College with none of the inherent hang-up- s
of tradition blotting his
mind could really shake up this place and brine thn institnttnn full
force into the late 1960s.

.
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VOICE INTERVIEW

Disabled, Drugs, Draff
Discussed By HEW Head

1

President Drushal now has the mandate of the Trustees, ft is
hoped he will prove their reasons wrong and their selection correct.
He must prove wrong the theory that his selection was the expedient
and thus best choice.
His faculty opposition

be quelled

if and when fresh and
Wilbur Cohen, Secretary-designatof Health, Education, open minds are imported tocan
stir up the College socially, culturally,
and Welfare, calls for the mobilization of the spirit and vi and academically. Drushal must prove to the faculty that he is captality of all Americans as the key to solving the country's able of experiment, (whether successfully or in failure), imagination,
and a proper sense of priorities. In this last category, unfortunately,
internal problems. This can be shown in a number of ways
e

he is off to a dubious start the poor timing of the release of his
Cohen has suggested a National
by
As
skill.
incompetence,
letter calling physical education of paramount importance concurrent
age, or
Service Corps to replace the Selective Service System, an activist those who qualify are for all in with the announcement of his Presidency reinforces the opinions of
business community, and an ag- tents and purposes out of the labor the skeptics. Hopefully, a more academically oriented sense of priori- gressive program to upgrade edu- market," as Cohen puts it, they ties will evolve from the President's office in the future. It is up to
would qualify for medical aid, as the new President to show his hand at running a school with the
cation in the country.
n . TVT
I
11
i
Cohen, who since the beginning do those who are under Medicare inner promems ana connici wooster nas.
do. The second exof the John Kennedy administra at present
Perhaps the biggest opposition to the Trustee action comes
of government assistance,
pansion
tion has been near the top of the
would go to those persons who are from the students, who also tend to be the most vocal. It is not iust
second largest executive departlong-terthe administrative personnel which worries so many students, it is
has been instrumental in on a prescription drug for a
Mrs. Kathryn Hendricks ment,
the
frame of mind created by these people which stymies the full
of
undetermined
or
length
writing and lobbying for virtually
Head Resident, Holden
time basis. This program too would growth of the individual. Although signs of the '60s are creeping
every piece of major social securhave no age limit. An example of into Wooster, Ohio, it is up to the new leadership to help create the
ity and medical aid bill passed by
this might be a woman with a re- atmosphere which so many students at other schools thrive in. Dr.
Congress. In the '30s he helped
Hell Yea, We Won't Pay
draft the original Social Security curring case of arthritis, who must Drushal can demonstrate to his student opposition his total confidence
m

To the Editor:
Act, and more recently was the
Recently, as a Sophomore, I was primary architect of the Medicare
told that I must pay two dollars Act. Careful to draw the line be
for damage done to doors during tween socialized medicine and
medical aid,
"run-ou- t
activities". If it is not federally-finance- d
paid now, a sum of nearly double Cohen has a couple of new prothat amount will be attached to grams up his sleeve. These inmy college bill at the end of the clude (1) medical aid to disabled
citizens of any age who were
year.
but who are unable to
I
would never
,

wage-earner-

s,

take cortisone over an extended
period of time her prescription
drugs would be subsidized by the
federal government. Cohen realizes that his and other departments have enough legislation
pending in Congress that it would
be unwise to propose these plans
this session.

Returning to the country's human resources, Cohen would like
to see a change in the entire setup of national service by college
age people. Right now, he says,
revisionists m and out of Congress are recommending internal
changes for the Selective Service
System. Cohen's idea, admittedly
in the planning stage, is to have
every person, male and female,
serve the country for two years in
military or some community ac
tion service. Possibilities are for
.
.
i
i
i
people 10 worK as teacners,
in
recreation parks, as nurses' aides,
in VISTA, Peace Corps, or any
community service program. The
concept, he admits, is difficult to
work out from a mechanical point
of view, and he adds, "I don't know
if the country is ready for it yet.
But the necessity for the program
is evident. Technicalities such as
who could get what job might be
Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and examina- determined by lottery if a demand
tion periods by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in is too great for one job, while
editorials and features are those of the community and should not be construed others go at
Oualifi
as representing administration policy.
cation standards would obviously
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres- have to be implemented, and job
pondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
training that "provides the great
Member of United States Student Press Association and Ohio Newspaper est personal development" before
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
going out into the "field" might
Subscription rate: $5 per year.
prove necessary. Even an option
of
a succession of summer jobs
THOMAS MILLER,
to fill up 24 months might be
JOHN DINEEN, Associate Editor
worked out. The approximate age
level for this compulsory program
BOB CRANE, Business Manager
CHRIS DUDBRIDGE, Sports Editor
would be about 18 to 25. It is in
PHYLLIS HAHN, Advertising Mgr.
these years that people can pay
HARRY SZE, Photography Editor
ROSEMARY MENNINGER,
back to society in a constructive
Features Editor ALAN UNGER, City News Editor
manner what they have received
The problem of maintaining an
BETSY RIDGE, News Editor
JOSH STROUP, Copy Editor
participate in
continue employment due to disan activity so childishly barbarous
as run-our ur ability; and (2) federally subsiand
member dized prescription drugs which are
thermore, as a
of the
Ad Hoc Com- now handled directly by doctors
mittee for a Relevant Wooster, I and hospitals.
In the first of these programs,
expressed my opinion on the sub
Cohen
wants to include under an
ject shortly before the damage took
HEW
those who are al- program
place. To complete the evidence
ready
contributors
to Social Se
that I did not damage doors, I
was in a Freshman room at the curity, but whose income has de
clined substantially as a result of
time the damage was done.
Lvery student that comes to disability. These people, he says,
Wooster for four years cannot es are retired by their disability, not
cape being a Sophomore. He has
'
no choice who his classmates will Earlier this month, VOICE editor
be, let alone whether they are the Tom Miller talked at length with
type that will engage in the des- the President's newest cabinet aptruction of college property when pointee, Wilbur J. Cohen. This is
frustrated. The argument that run the first part of a two-par- t
report
on that interview.
(Continued on Page 4)
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The eighth President of the College is, paradoxically, in a posi
tion where he can do best by satisfying neither his supporters' hopes
for a restrained Wooster nor his detractors' fears of a staid Wooster.
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GARY HOUSTON, Chicago Literary Review, Wooster Editor
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Award In Cnci
CINCINNATI
Over 100 cob
lege journalists congreated here
last weekend for the 17th annual
Ohio College Newspaper Association conference. Speakers and
panels dominated the conference,
held at the Terrace-Hilton- ,
with
the awards banquet climaxing the
affair. Representing VOICE was
editor Tom Miller. VOICE took
home an Honorable Mention in
the Best Weekly (class ii) cata-gor-
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such as Durer, Matisse, Dali, Morandi,
and Rembrandt. The
exhibition will run
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through April 28.
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Gallery hours are 9
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During the proceedings at the a.m. to noon and 1
business meeting, resolutions on to 5 Monday thru
student power, a McCarthy en- Friday, and from 2
dorsement, an attack on the draft, to 5 Sunday
withdrawal from Vietnam, action
on the President's Commission on
Civil Disorders, and repeal of all
state and national marijuana laws
were discussed. According to one
observer, Miller supported all of

3ittllrt

lllli

was nrsi penormea in ine
John A. Carruth played two
Bremen Cathedral. Tuesday night,
again in April, Richard T. Gore, organ preludes on "O World, I
John A. Carruth, soloists Margaret Must Leave Thee," Op. 122, callwurs.

Hauptmann and Richard Jones,
150 students, faculty and townspeople of the Concert Choir, and
53 members of the Cleveland
Orchestra combined their energies
and skills to honor the late President of the College.

Howard Lowry loved this particular piece of music, perhaps because, as Robert Shaw tells us,
"the text is of a very special and
creative import. Here the more
mature understanding must be
linked to The Word. The Requiem
not only pleads for the dead
but comforts and encourages
those who live after them." It
seems to this reviewer that the
leges Association is planning a performers, one and all, forgot
seminar program in the Philadel- last night their own individual
phia area, and several northern identities and from unseen strength
Ohio colleges hope to organize a summoned their talents to honor
one man.
similar program in Cleveland.
The Physics and English DeRichard K. Jones of Wooster
partments also had course changes sang the baritone solos with reunder consideration. In addition, markable insight and firm balance.
a third alternative for the Religion Margaret Hauptmann of Cleveland
requirement, Religion 105 and added the single soprano solo
106, offers the Introduction to Re voice, inspired and faultless in the
lieions of America.
fifth section which Brahms wrote
a tribute to his
as
The SFRC requested that the
"SGA and the Faculty delegate to some critics say it may also have
the SFRC the responsibility of ap- been for Robert Schumann, who
proving , all student organizations, called Brahms "the young poet
with the right of appeal to the musician by whose cradle the
delegating bodies."
graces and heroes kept watch."

these.
,
Following

Change, Highlight Faculty Meet

printing."

The faculty met late last
month to discuss an agenda dealing largely with the Education
Policy Committee and the Student-FacultRelations Committee. An
unscheduled discussion on presidential selection took place, a discussion not previously announced.
After a report from Dr. Logan
on the Presidential selection, a mo-- J
tion was brought which stated that
"the faculty wishes the search for
a President to be continued, the
faculty being willing to continue
for another year with an interim
administration." The resolution
was defeated by a vote of 45 to 36
with four abstentions. The 40 or
50 absentees, who did not know
the resolution was to be brought,
could have altered the vote.
The Urban Studies "B" Major
was proposed and described in a
report from the Education Policy
Committee. Approximately 1 8
courses made up the tentative program, ranging from Urban Politics and the Community to Labor
Relations and Race and Minority
groups. Unlike other "B" Majors,
no Junior Independent Study program is now planned for Urban
Studies. Eighteen hours would be
required for a Joint Major, with
24 hours of Urban Studies for a
Double Major. Seminar sessions
and many extension programs in
urban areas would compliment the
standard courses. The proposal
stresses that "as part of the educational process the student will live
and work in the center of the urban milieu." The Great Lakes Col

n

Despite the award, Miller expres-se- d
some doubts about the worth
of belonging to such an organization. Its main function, he felt,
was merely an annual session in
which "a bunch of editors get
and pat themselves on the
back." When asked if he would
recommend VOICE membership
in OCNA next year, Miller replied,
"I think not."
to-geth-

efr

Draft Statuses Change
As ACLUtTqlc4 Appeal
One Wooster student has had
his Selective Service Classification
changed from
while
to
has had his changed in the
opposite direction. In the first of
these two cases, sophomore Phil
Pink, registered with the local
Wooster board,
was ' notified
shortly before spring break.
s
to that, he had been told, his
files were in Columbus for review.
Pink has consulted as attorney,
' and has filed
a written appeal with
2--
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Mrs. Rex McSweeney
124.
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Local

the

two
a
card. Earlier in the year he
had been classified
At that
time, he wrote and visited his
local board in Yonkers, New York.
switches.
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ing forth from the Holtkamp organ
both rich and gentle tones and giving the audience a chance to prepare for the final moving chorus.
Richard Gore has given the
Wooster community many rare
musical peaks in performances by
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, and Verdi. Tuesday night, in the Brahms,
he exceeded his own artistry in a
dignified, even noble tribute to
the man who combined intellect
and compassion in such an unforgettable blend. Howard Lowry
would have liked the original German used by the singers, because
as a scholar and teacher he was
devoted to "The Primary Sources"
and knew their special value in
the faithful interpretation of an
idea. He would have enjoyed Ein
Deutsches Requiem, moreover, because it spoke to the very tenets of
his life and work, to his deep belief that the "secret of the Christian revelation is immortal love,
transforming the lives of men."
For a brief time in Memorial
Chapel audience and performers
were indeed transformed. As H.
W. Thoreau has said, "Music
brings out what of heroic lurks
anywhere." The heroic spirit of
Howard Lowry was evident in the
moving performance of Ein Deutsches Requiem Tuesday night.
CLARE

ADEL

Wooster Group loins McCarthy Push
In Ohio As Speakers Come To Area
teams of students working during
the week when their time allows
Residents of Medina, Wadsworth
and Brunswick, the three major
population areas, will help in coordination and in setting up local
Working in coordination with
High school students
the 13th District Citizens for Mc- headquarters.
several local
in from Medina County have also ex

The Wooster Students and
Faculty for McCarthy, now some
150 strong, will get the campaign
under wav this weekend in the
cities of Wadsworth and Medina.

Carthy and
groups
Medina County, the Wooster Committee will supply the manpower
campaigning. Defor
spite the announced withdrawal of
Lyndon Johnson, the McCarthy
effort in. Ohio is moving ahead to
elect McCarthy delegates who are
opposing the uncommitted candidates for Ohio's delegation to the
August Convention in Chicago.
door-to-do-

or

mi

'

-

J

V

'

McCarthy.
Well over $100 has been collected by the Wooster group thus
far, largely from student contributions. The money is needed to
purchase leaflets and information
for distribution to voters.
In late April Mr. Allard Lowen-steiof Columbia University will
be on campus to speak in chapel
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RESERVE

UNIVERSITY.
SUMMER SESSION

opens June 18 and ends' Aug. 9.
For information
about courses offered, write: Vice Provost for Student
Services, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
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in-trepreted

as a political play
against him as a result of an arrest and conviction in December
on trespass charges at the local
Wooster board unless the change
was merely a clerical error.
Both Barrie and Pink, along
with two other Wooster students,
were arrested and convicted of
trespassing when they refused to
leave the offices of the local board
last winter. They were sentenced
to three days in the Wayne County
jail and each fined $50.
An American Civil Liberties
Union attorney indicated this week
that he will attempt to
the trespass case.
re-ope-

yOU Are Invited To Attend:
BAY VIEW SUMMER COLLEGE

(An Albion College Affiliate)

July

1

August 23, 1968

Broad Curriculum

Enchanting Summer Fashions
COTTONS
LINEN BLENDS
SILK BLENDS

Superior Staff

Complete Living Facilities
(Plus Recreation Unlimited)

With the Very Feminine Look
Juniors and Misses

$18.00 up
COME SEEI

For Catalog and Information,

R. S.

V. P.

DEAN KEITH J. FENNIMERE
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Albion College

i

pressed an interest in working for

In his appeal letter, Barrie said

that this action could only be

SCHREIBER

1

is

I

A

and talk with students concerning
!ll
the McCarthy campaign. Lowen-stein- ,
Chairman of the Concerned
Democrats, was the initiator of the
"Dump Johnson" Movewhich
ment
began in 1967 and
lent its support to the candidacy of
Senator McCarthy. McCarthy himself will be in Cleveland early next POLITICAL FEVER runs high en campus,
The Wooster Committee hopes week for an address which will as McCarthy pushers and mock convento concentrate the major effort on hopefully be relayed to several tion campaign managers push their re
spective
Above, a student
the three remaining weekends be- Ohio campuses, Wooster possibly scrutinizes candidates.
campaign literature for the
fore the primary, with additional included.
Democratic party's current front runner.

While you're home for the summer,
you can earn 3, 6 or 9 credits at
WESTERN

step-mothe-

Students from many northern
Ohio colleges are working in the
13th and 22nd Districts, two of
the five in which candidates endorsed by Senator McCarthy are
running. The Ohio primary on
May 7 occurs the same day as two
other important contests, those in
Indiana and Washington, D.C.

CLEVELANDERS

CASE

Attit (Imttpsstmt'

It is entirely appropriate that the College community
tribute to Howard Foster Lowry should have been Ein
Deutsches Requiem (A German Requiem) by Johannes
Brahms (1833-97)- .
One hundred years ago in April this

Urban Studies, Curriculum

the banquet address
by the managing editor of the
Dayton Daily News, Larry Newman, awards in classes (divided
by enrollment of school and regularity of publication) were handed out. The highest award, that of
the Best Daily Newspaper, went to
the Ohio University Post, edited
by Tom Price. In all, Price took
home over a dozen various news,
sports, and photographic prizes.
In the best weekly division (class
ii) the Tan and Cardinal of Otter-beitook top standing. In determining the VOICE prize, the following factors were used: " . . .
thorough news coverage . . . excellence in writing and editing, quantity and quality of news . . . and
the visual impression conveyed by
the makeup, typography and

'xtblt

texjitmtt:

.

tfc

among

bufsrks

Albion, Michigan 49224

Public Square
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can reverse this trend. Soon I will
no longer be a Sophomore. I promise to go straight To avoid furTo
ther misunderstanding I am publishing the following legal notice:
(Continued from Page 2)
The Peace Corps Placement Test
Mr. Raymond Dlx, Dtan of Wo
will no longer be responsible
out was a class activity does not
will be given on the following dates:
woman's
has
man,
announced
th
ntw
for debts or damages which are hours, to begin ntxt fall, as follows: tomorrow, May 18, and June 15. All
seem to warrant my being responnot incurred by me.
Frashmtn, 10:30 until Thanksgiving, 11 tests are administered at 1:30 p.m. Forms
sible for the door damage. I never
afttr Thanksgiving) Sophomores, 11 first available from Post Offices and the Peace
Jim Foard
voluntarily joined the "Sophomore

MORE ON

club, lodge, corporation,
fraternity, or whatever. I don't recall the class ever voting on
If it did,
whether to have run-ouin a
send
voted
to
I doubt if it
to smash doors should
goon-squa- d
the Freshmen resist. Therefore, it
seems that I am being punished
for simply attaining the academic
rank of a Sophomore.
That being a Sophomore is a
crime, punishable by a fine, has
profound implications. Perhaps I
am being punished for not skipping or flunking a grade of public
school. More recently, I might
have upset the Wooster community
by the questionable academic
achievement of earning over 24
credits last year.
As with all criminals, we must
not only look at the individual
criminal, but also at the home and
society that produced his life (or,
in this case, year) of crime. Undoubtedly the College of Wooster
should fire off an angry letter of
protest to the State of Virginia for
requiring all youngsters attaining
the age of six before October 31,
to begin school irir September of
that year. This forced my educational schedule to be such that I
was led into a full fledged life of
crime 14 years later. Perhaps the
basic cause lies with my parents.
Ignorant of the ruthless consequences, they had sexual intercourse in late October of 1947,
which resulted in my birth in July
of the following year. Combined
with the Virginia law, their action
forced an innocent young man to
progress through grade after
grade, unaware that he was moving towards the henious crime of
being a Sophomore at Wooster
in '67-'6However, there is hope that I
Class"

t.

,

tops News Notes

Tho Editor

8.

MORE ON

Modi Republicans
Make Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

various candidates asking for support. In addition, last minute planning for demonstrations on Satur
day will bring added pressure on
campaign managers.
With one week to go, about a
dozen candidates are available for
the nomination. Some of them
have maior campaigns, with
Rockefeller, Reagan, Nixon, Percy,
and Lindsay actively after the top
prize. Several states are putting
up favorite sons, like Kirk of Flor- ida, Goldwater of Arizona, Rogers
Morton of Maryland and Rhodes
of Ohio. And there are a few
dark horses hoping for notice and
perhaps the nomination: Mark

semester, 12 second semester; Juniors, Corps, Washington, D.C. 20525.
12, weekdays.
1, weekends.
OThe Stars of the Bolshoi Ballet will
Seniors have been granted "Senior
appear at Public Hall in Cleveland on
hours.
for
Sunday, May 5th at 3 p.m. Reservations
can be made through the Cleveland
Chemistry
Kieffer
professor
William
0
early this month received the American Opera Association, 2816 Euclid Ave.,
Chemical
Society's $1000 Award in Cleveland 44115.
Chemical
Engineering.
For
12 years
Ojohn Mateer Hall, the new Biology
(1955-67- )
editor of the Journal of Chem building on College Ave., will have its
ical Education, Kieffer represents the Am dedication a week from Sunday. Speakerican Chemical Society's Wooster Sec er for the dedication will be former
tion on the ACS National Council.
H.E.W. Secretary John Gardner. See next
VOICE for more details.
week's
O Five Wooster students presented
OMale students wishing to live
papers at the 77th Meeting of the Ohio
Academy of Science at Bowling Green
next year may pick up applicaState University
today.
Participating tions from th Assistant Dean of Men's
were Linda Vigrass, Farley Little, Carolyn office. They must be returned no later
Pope and Richard Harris in the field of than Thursday th 25th.
psychology,
and Donald
Wilson
in
O Michigan State University offers opgeology.
portunities for study in Europe this sum
mer in language and political science.
Information Is available In the Deadline for
enrollment is May 1. ConPlacement Office for the Summer Service
tact: AMLEC, 07 Center for International
Program in Peru and summer orolects
Standing Oration
Programs, Michigan State University, East
and
employment opportunities with the Lansing, Michigan
To the Editor:
48823.
TiwtA. contact Mrs. Noletti.
but
OThe People to People program inIt is nice to be appreciated,
a.
.
OThe
Summer Orjera offers vites American and foreign students to
cannot everyone realize that stand discounts Cincinnati
on series offers now through tour Europe this summer as Student Aming ovations are meaningless when June 1. The Summer Opera runs from bassadors. For information and applicathey are a dime a dozen? Had the June 26 throuah Julv 28. For tickets write tion forms contact Mrs. Plummer, AssistMarch 24 recital been announced the Community Ticket Office, 29 West ant Dean of Women. Filing deadline is
rourrn it., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.
April 30.
as my last one, such a mark of

EDITOR'S NOTE: The incident Mr.
Foard refers to took place in late Octo
ber (see VOICE, Nov. 3). At that time,
most freshmen refused to partake of
As
"
the Wooster tradition of
a direct and immediate result of this
refusal, many sophomore males damaged, quite severely, doors on freshman
rooms. Last week, all sophomores received a letter saying that they should
send $2 to the class treasury for ex
penses incurred. If this was not done,
an amount substantially greater would
be placed on their bill at the end of
the year.
VOICE urges all sophomores who
did not themselves inflict damage to
the freshman doors to join Mr. Foard
in statins to the class treasurer that
they will not be responsible for debts
or damages not incurred by them.

All-camp-

FOR DRUGS

us

Re-spomibi-

self-determin-

liry"

"Closest to the Campus"

ed

"run-ouL-

off-camp-

us

INTERESTED
IN AN

OVERSEAS
CAREER?

1

valediction might have been
germane. Since it was the third
time this year that an audience
has risen while applauding, I sub'
mit that it is a "custom more
honored in the breach than in th'
observance." To that add the lines
from The Gondoliers: "When
everybody's somebody, then
anybody."
Richard T. Gore
Chm. Dept. of Music
no-one'-

and women (today's college students) a chance to express their political views in a meaningful. way. It is
vital to the future of democracy that

GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

the young be able to participate fully
in the established political system."

The Chicago Literary Review . . .
Urban Renewal in Wooster . . . The
Inside Story on the Student Advisory
Committee ' on Presidential Selection
. . . Sports News . . . Mock ConvenALL in th Ohio
tion Information
College Newspaper Ass'n Award Winning VOICE.

Vote

CHOICE

be heard

Interviews maybe scheduled at
THE PLACEMENT

the worst vice
ever invented.

Your Opportunity to
Watch for Details on

24 April
CHOICE

...

Good taste is
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The American Institute
For Foreign Trade
Thunderbird Campus
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
An Affiliate Of
The American Management Association

ntottonal (uenterfCacadgmici JBewmtslf
1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help
every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of his choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that
these outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results
for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research,

after exhaustive
studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee: If after
following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic
standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95
per course. For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
Last
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Semester's
Average
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Zip Code
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Opposite the Fairgrounds

Course:
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City
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the Job opportunities open to
graduates in the field of
INTERNATIONAL TRADE and

VOICE

r.

.

23, 1968

to discuss the training offered at
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
program of post graduate study) and

CHOICE 68 gives these young men

s

Hatfield, Pat Paulsen and J. Irwin
Miller. (The last, for those who
wonder, was featured last fall by
Esquire in an article entitled
"This Man Should Be the Next
President of the United States.")
During this last stretch, some of
these will probably drop out or
compete with John Tower, pres
ently the only candidate for Vice- President; others may get in the
race. No matter how it is viewed,
the Convention is still wide-open- ,
without a clear favorite, not really
even a front-runneThe Convention will last all day
next Saturday, and a delegate
must appear on the floor before
his votes can be cast. The full
schedule of events, including in
formation on the Keynote Speaker,
Congressman Brad Morse of Mas
sachusetts, and the Permanent
Chairman, Congressman John Ash- brook of Ohio, will be distributed
throughout the week.

will be on the campus

APRIL

Gov., Nelson Rockefeller
IN NEXT WEEK'S

MR. PETER B. BLACKFORD

1

IcHcrs

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20
discount for groups of
ten or more. Please include organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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Sfudents React
To Riot Situation

. . . still some soldiers patrolling Georgetown area."

COLUMBUS

Julialyn Walker

"A regional service was planned for Sunday afternoon at the
fairgrounds. 35,000 people, black,
white, militants and conservatives
attended this service which lasted
until evening. In all, emotions in
Columbus were relatively
throughout the city with
small spasms of burning and vio"I cannot find it within myself
lent retaliation for the death of
to find fault with anyone who
a man who was so against viocommitted violent acts as a result
lence."
of Dr. King's assassination. White
America killed its greatest ally." CHICAGO Rosemary Menninger
In Chicago, I could see fires all
Rich Thompson
BALTIMORE
over the West Side from the apart(Akron native visiting Baltimore)
ment window and, when listening
"Before the assassination . . . late at night, could hear sniper
the city of Baltimore seemed calm fire five blocks away, near Old
to the white man, but to the Town. Rush Street's night club
black man it was smouldering , . . strip was deserted on Saturday
"For over 100 years, white men night even though the curfew afhave lynched the black man, fected only those under 21. Michibombed the black man's churches gan Avenue became a quiet par. . . He has kept the black man ade to the ghetto of
ragged as hell, dumb as hell, poor National Guardsmen as I came out
as hell, and when the black man of Palm Sunday service.
wakes up he's going to be madder
A Negro man I talked with Sun-dathan hell. After the assassination
said, "I knew there would be
some of the black communities trouble in the streets at night so
erupted, the black people looted I decided to stay in my house with
and burned in a fit of rage, anger, some friends. But then the electrichurt, and hopelessness.
ity went out and there was nothing
I
"On the south side, where was to do so we went out and looted
living, the shopping center was not because we were mad so much
bombed."
as because we were bored." He
had nothing to lose but captivity.
ALA.
BIRMINGHAM,
Eric Wolf
Yet what seemed as frightening
the atmosphere has been
as the rioting on the West Side
tense but subdued and the stuwas a dinner party on the North
dent body (Miles College) has exSide where several middle aged
pressed with real sincerity a feel- middle class
whites said they were
ing of loss, disappointment and glad
had
King
been killed, that it
sorrow
was bound to happen sooner or
the Milean realizes that later, and at least now he wouldn't
this is no time for retribution and be organizing any more marches
violence, but one for mourning. on Washington.
Students have agreed, it seems,
that their task is not to avenge
King's murder but to perpetuate
his memory and influence
"The sorrow is of course accomOpen Daily 10:30 a.m.
panied by angry indignation
to 8:30 p.m.
"Miles' six white students had
little idea of what to expect Friday
Sundays 11:30 a.m.
morning, when emotions ran highto 8:30 p.m.
est, but were accepted without hesitation by the black students to
Closed Mondays
join hands and sing 'We shall
at 3:30 p.m.
overcome' at the end of a spontaneous and moving memorial serTRY OUR TENDER
vice
non-violen- ce
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Kerner Commission

en-forcea-

Comments Correct

nt

"Many of
people (adults),
although understanding the message of 'Black Power' still believed
in
and love . . . as
the movement's two powerful weapons. But they'll never think like
this again. They could not understand why anyone would kill this
man

7'

"man-in-the-hous-

(Continued from Page 2)
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Flights to Paris

future...
get the best

Round Trip

$265
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Cohen, who is actually on ex- Cohen
says. Business men are told
tended leave from the University that "at the heart
of the probof Michigan as a Professor of pub- lem
is the feeling that the inner
lic welfare administration, puts his city individual has
that he is
academic knowledge to work in trapped and without the
personal
the bureaucracy to bring about
or material resources to change
national goals. One way he is do- his environment." The
problem is
ing this is his department's action partially theirs to solve.
concerning the Kerner riot com
Next Week:
Education and Politics

BILL MILLER,

"...

OO

training
you can.

Call:
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FOR INFORMATION WRITE:

Distinctive Dining FLAIR TRAVEL

...

new york theological
seminary

CONSULTANTS
346

EAST BOWMAN

235 EAST 49th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
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264-650- 5
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"In spite of the peaceful

tion in this city, tensions continue.
The campus gates were chained
It is quiet now,
shut at dusk
but as news of rioting across the
country comes in, Ave wonder what
will happen."

...

WASHINGTON, D.C.

PRESSURE-COOKE- D

reac-

Tom Miller

CHICKEN!
IN

CARRY-OU- T

HAVE YOU

HEARD

Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m.
All You Can Eat
Ph. 262-780- 6
for Reservations

SIllpJllllll

"Friday . . . walked up Connecticut Ave. from DuPont Circle
.5 mph
i . . cars averaging
flood of people walking out of
offices early . . . Looked over to
the east and saw flames and smoke
rising all over . . . most terrifying
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
sight
E. Liberty St.
145
"Curfew very effective; people
were cooped up in houses all over.
Helen Jeffrey, Owner & Operator
"When I left town Sunday after- -

...

ABOUT

STARK'S

Sunday - Thursday

Friday

Saturday

4:00

Via Aurea
((classical)

Via Aurea
((classical)

Big Bands

5:00

News

News

C. S. Classicalle

5:15

Golden Moments
(easy listening)
Golden Moments
(easy listening)
Perspective

Golden Moments
(easy listening)
Golden Moments
(easy listening)

C. S. Classicalle

Transcriptions

CBC

Transcriptions

The Minstrel
(folk)
Friday Night
(free form)
Friday Night
(free form)

Georges at Large
(local talent)
The Podium
(classical)

7:00

' '

-

I

'ftfr-fivyirmnmnin-

i

m

J

'

v

(big noma bands)
(classical)

6:30

ill

'KV

91 .9

WCWS-F- M

111

ill
M

Restaurant

...

ELSIE?

SERVICE

Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals

She'll Be Mere On Campus

(classical)

April 25

7:30 p.m.

Library Lecture Room

QoUc,

7:30

The Session

(jaii)
8:30

Curtain Time
(Broadway)

9:30

The Master's Touch
'

10:30

11:00

The Podium
(classical)

10:30

ble

THE SAXONS, a
group, will army, assuming there is no war welfare.
be imported for a performance tomorrow going on
at the moment, would be
In education, HEW is working
night at 8:15 in the gym. Accompanied
resolved
by making the armed on expanding early childhood eduby only a harpsichord, the duet will
perform FOR FREE. Brought to the campus forces considerably more attrac- cation. To bring more teachers to
by the SGA, the Saxons consist of coun- tive. An expanded GI Bill of areas
needing them the most,
ter tenor Dan Goggin and baritone Marv Rights would be
HEW
this
in
a
is
start
calling for an expanded
Solly. FREE entertainment for college studirection.
The
in
next
Teacher
bringstep
Corps.
Vocational traindents will be expanded into a
Yippee festival this summer in Chicago's ing about this program is a na- ing, work with high school dropGrant Park, running at the same time as tional commission of distinguished outs,
education, and manthe Democratic National Convention in Americans
coming
with
out
some agement participation, among othlate August.
Arlo Guthrie, the Fugs,
er programs need to be worked
Country Joe and the Fish, and poet Allen hard finite recommendations.
Ginsburg among others will perform for
on by the business community,

...

...

mission
report, released last
month. He plans to implement "as
many of the recommendations as
possible, as promptly as possible."
HEW has instituted changes in
policies to establish, in the words
of the Report, "clear and
rights" to welfare. Cohen
has noted that judicial review is
underway for
and residence requirements for

Cohen Calls

Columbus
was stunned as
many cities were . . . People were
(Continued from Page 1)
not only grieved by his death but
was the only thing it would listen also by the meaning it had in the
context of the civil
to . . .
rights movement . . .
these
non-viole-
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Athlete Quits Team

If

As Trouble Brews

1

was taken up between
earth." II Samuel.

NASHVILLE. Tenn. (CPS)
A football player at Vanderbilt

.

Scof Cindermen Beaten By

TENNIS player Jim Stump before (left) and after shearing required by
coach. Is shad hair a prerequisite for
success in athletics? According to some,
it is.
"And Absalom rode . . . under
the thick bows of a great oak, and his
head caught hold of the oak, and he
WOOSTER

Over Draft Position

heaven

by

offer

COMMENTARY

PAUL MEYER

In its first outdoor meet of the
year, the Scot track team had
some good individual perform
ances and finished second as a
squad in a triangular meet at
Baldwin-WallacWooster edged
hird-placOberlin
but
was far behind winning B-which totaled 89
points.

pole vault, to top all entrants. Another sophomore, Bob Bruce,
vaulted 12' 6" to place third.
Wooster also had third and

e.

Conformity And Hair;
An Athlete's Dilemma

40-39V- o,

e

W,

Artie Wilson picked up right
where he left off from indoor track
and had one first himself while al
by CHRIS DUDBRIDGE
so running on two winning relay
Why can't an athlete commit himself to
"controversial" teams. Wilson sprinted to a vie- issues? In the opinion of Terry Thomas, it is because a school's ory in the 220 with a time of
athletic department condones only two standards of behaviour for :22.4. He ran second on the Scots'
its athletes. An athlete can take either a stand of "complete silence 440-yarrelay team, which inand total uninvolvement," or he can assume a posture "that is basic cluded Ken Norris, Brian Black- ally one of unquestioning, obedient conformity to popular andor well and Rich Thompson. This
'
influential sentiment.
group took their event in :43.4.
One immediately wonders why it is that athletes are so special,
In his third event, Wilson ran
why, for the sake of "the team," an athlete must assume a totally
restrictive posture. (Assuming, of course, that athletes, like other a quarter mile to help the mile re
people, do occasionally feel the urge to speak out on certain matters.) lay team of Blackwell, Ron Malta r- Are we to assume that "the team" is both so monolithic and so fragile lch and Hugh Ruffing come in first
that its members must hold their tongues for fear that one word of in 3:25.2. Finally, Wilson placed
dissent will send whatever "spirit" it possesses crashing upon the third in the 100 with 10.1.
rocks of oblivion, thus resulting in ample retribution for the offendNorris and Thompson were also
ers? Hopefully, this is not the case, especially at Wooster; for if busy cindermen. The duo finished
it is, one can easily imagine the rule against dissent extending to third and fourth, respectively, in
institutions such as the debating team, sections, the faculty and the the long jump; Norris did 21' 2",
chorus, all of which require a certain amount of "spirit" and solidarity. while Thompson
leaped 20 4 .
The length of an athlete's hair, while generally not the subject
In the high jump Thompson
of much debate, may also raise the issue of conformity to a set of
in second with a jump of 6'
there
came
Granted
standardized norms.
are some sports in which short
hair is a prerequisite for success such as swimming and wrestling. even, and Norris placed fourth
But is it entirely inconceivable that a long-haireathlete could excel with the same height, but he had
in sports such as basketball, tennis, baseball and track? The pictures more misses. Norris completed his
on this page indicate that there are people who do see a relationship day by taking a fourth in the 100.
between an athlete's hair and the amount of skill he possesses.
Sophomore Chuck Noth took the
Short hair on men wasn't the vogue until the English Revolution
only other Scot first. He reached
century. At that time, Oliver Cromwell and
in the
the 14 mark in his specialty, the
his followers (appropriately called "Roundheads") let it be known
that the only good Christian i.e., Puritan was the one who had
shorn locks. Hence, long hair became associated with subversive,
activities, even as it is today.
Contemporary Roundheads are those whose dedication to the
clean-cu- t
look" is manifested in a morbid fear of
having a team populated by "hippies" assuming that "hippies'
would have enough desire to compete in athletics. Perhaps part of
The Scot netmen evened their
this fear stems from the Biblical account of Absalom, who died when record at 3 Monday as they
his extra-lonhair was caught in a tree.
easily beat Akron,
Larry Lind-berThis certainly isn't a plea for extremism in styles. It is just
was the team's first victor,
the opinion of this writer that it seems irrelevant to prejudge an ath- as he beat Akron's Dave Wilbert
lete's performance on the question of whether or not his ears arc in the singles by scores of
visible.
and 6-so-call-
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Before the Vietnam statement,
Thomas has been involved in a
controversy with coaches because
he is dating a Negro coed. At one
point, Thomas said, coaches told
him he could not attend football
awards dinner with a Negro as his

date.

d

Several Vanderbilt faculty mem-

bers have criticized the Athletic
Department, saying it should not
have been necessary for Thomas
to choose between standing by his
conscience and staying on the football team. The Vanderbilt Hustler
commended Thomas in an editorial for his "strong moral and
ethical convictions."

mid-seventeen-

un-Christi-

When informed of the incident,
Wooster Athletic Director Bob
Bruce said that he was surprised,
and expressed doubt that such a
thing could happen here. VOICE
Associate Editor John Dineen, a

friend and classmate of Thomas'
at Andover, (ironically, the prep
school attended by noted draft-DoctBenjamin Spock), also expressed surprise at the athlete's
actions, but felt that he acted on
the basis of "firm convictions,"
and not a mere desire to attract
attention.

or
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SLACKS

Textured Solids, Stripes,
Checks. S, M, L.

3.99 to 5.99
BRENNER

BROS.

Lower the Cost
of Dressing Well
on the Square
Wooster, Ohio
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Scots Smash Akron,

an

"All-Americ-

Even Season Mark
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TO THE SPORTS EDITOR:
BERETS ADVOCATED
To the Sports Editor:
Many complain about the lack
of support from the student body

of the Wooster athletic programs,
but no suggestions on how to solve
the problem are heard. May I
humbly suggest a possible solution.
I suggest that the College of
Wooster buy a professional football team, a professional basketball team, and a professional baseball team. This would solve many
problems at once. There is certainly no lack of spirit among students for their favorite professional teams and this plan would provide all of the students with a common favorite.
Of course, you say, the Board
of Trustees would never approve
such a starkly commercial undertaking here at Wooster. Horseshit!
It's money in the bank. Plus they
could sell the television rights to
the chapel committee, who could
reopen Scot. With all of this added
revenue the activity fee could be
rerouted from athletics and the
band to social events, a bigger and
better intramural program could
be organized, and the entire cam
pus could be outfitted in berets
and gold and black jackets with
plastic sleeves and a "W" on the
front. I feel that it is obvious that
such a program would be most
universally beneficial.
(Name witheld by request)
VOICE welcomes letters to the editor concerning topics of general Interest to the community and content
of the paper. All letters should be
no longer than 300 words and typed
double space.

Stickmen Fall
In

Season Debut;

Promise Is Shown
by

LARRY

8-- W;

Wilson's Excellence Continues

and

before

University here has quit the team
after becoming involved in a controversy with coaches because he
signed a statement that he would
not serve with the military in Vietnam.
Terry Thomas, a junior from
Bay Shore, Long Island, quit the
football squad after being told by
the coaching staff that his actions
"reflected badlv" on the team and
the athletic program. Thomas said
he was not asked to leave the
team, but the coaches made it
clear he was not wanted.
Thomas was ona of 23 students
who signed a statement which appeared in the Vanderbilt student
newspaper, the Hustler. The statement said the signers would not
militarily serve in Vietnam. Thomas' affiliation with the football
team was not mentioned, and
Thomas said he was acting as an
individual.

Friday, April 19, 1968

Other

winners for the team
were Jim Stump, Dan Rothermal,
Steve Donaldson and Jeff Stillson,
with Stump and Donaldson taking
three sets each to win. The sole
win for Akron was picked up by
Ray Montgomery as he stopped
Jay Boyd, 6-- and 8-2

6.

tINDBERG

the

Wooster
lacrosse
team
opened its season last Saturday
losing
to a highly rated Ohio
Wesleyan squad. Even in defeat,
however, the Scots proved that in
their first season of varsity com
petition they are capable of chal
lenging the best.
8-- 5

In the doubles matches, coach
Al Van Wie used a shuffled lineup

which paired Stump and Donaldson, Lindbery and Rothermal and
Boyd and Stillson, all of whom
were successful.

The victory was a rewarding
one, as the team had gotten off
Down bv one. earlv in the firs to a bad start after spring break,
period, the stickmen roared back losing to Oberlin (whom the Scots
with an unassisted goal by mid- haven't beaten in 30 years) and
scores.
fielder Steve Lynch. Three goals Denison by identical
by the Bishops, however. Dut the
Tomorrow the Scots will take on
Scots down 4-- at the half. The
Hiram on the home courts.
second half was a different storv
as the Scots played the Bishops
8-- 1

1

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
the contest in the third period with
even. John Middaugh tightened up
Lounge
another unassisted goal and in a Tom and Jack
STEAKS
SEA POOD
CHOPS
hard hitting fourth period goals
COCKTAILS
by Jon Strater, Ted Caldwell and
359 W. liberty St.
Chuck Hoffman kept the stickmen
Wooster, Ohio

.

close.

Highlighting the contest was the
fine defense of the bcot squad.
Defensemen Steve Larson, Don
Crocker and Dave Clark limited
the high scoring Wesleyan attack
men to only two goals. An out
standing performance was also
made by goalie Jeff Kellogg who
was credited with 25 saves in th

GOOD

LUCK,

fourth places in the 440 and the
880. In the quarter mile, Malta rich
(:51.0) finished third, ju t a tenth
of a second ahead of teammate
Wally Calaway.
Hugh Ruffing took a third in
the half mile with a tinr of 1:58.5
and Wayne Hostctlcr was fourth
in 2:00.2.
The other Scot point-gette- r
was
freshman Ted Camp, who was
third in the discus (127' 10").
Tomorrow, Wooster journeys to
Ohio Wesleyan for the Ohio Conference relays.

Muskies Beaten;

Scot Rally

Fatal-Solicitud- e

Lauded
by

SEBASTIAN BREWER

Head

baseball coach Welsh
spoke highly of the solicitude
shown by his youthful team so far
this season, despite the team's 4-overall record. The Scots' latest
victory came on Monday as. they
beat Muskingum in a strong
effort. This was the first confer-enc- e
victory for the team, in five
attempts, and ended a four-gam- e
losing streak started against this
same Muskingum team at the beginning of the season.
Against Muskingum, the Scots
were behind
in the top of the
seventh. Then lighning happened,
as they came up with 9 runs on 5
hits and two Muskie errors. Prior
to this outburst, the Muskie pitcher, Vern Albury, had held the
Scots to just one hit.
A two-rusingle by Rick Mar-tinewas the key play of the inning, as it started the team on a
spree that saw a horde of Scot
batters come to the plate. The total
of nine runs scored in one inning
was a near record. Also instrumental in the victory was the strong
of the Scots.
In Coach Welsh's opinion, freshmen hold the key to the team this
year, and it is upon them that he
will be most dependent. Hopefully, they can provide the impetus
for attaining a winning season and
an upper-divisiofinish, but the
Scots title hopes already appear
to be shot with their five losses.
Tomorrow the Scots will take on
Kenyon in a double header at
Wooster's Freedlander Field. Following that the Scots will be on
the road until May 4, when they
take on Akron.
5
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2-- 0
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COCCIA HOUSE

PIZZA
Spaghetti

Ravioli

764 Pittsburgh Avenue
WOOSTER, OHIO

Phone

262-713-

6

SCOTSI

Closed Tuesdays
JUNGLE GARDENIA

(No.

1

Open 'til

1

a.m. week days

on Scent Parade)
only at

Open 'til 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

contest.

With some game experience now
under their belts, the stickmen travel to Oberlin on Monday to face
a well coached squad of Yeomen

Sundays
CARRY-OU- T

In Wooster

3

PIZZA ONLY

